Executive Workshop Agenda

7:30-8:15  Continental Breakfast

8:15-10:00  Overview and Context
Welcome – Leonard Silverman, Dean of Engineering, USC
Keynote – Emmett Paige, Jr., ASD/C3I
Overview of Issues – Barry Boecht, USC
COTS integration and Systems Architecting – Rechtin, USC

10:00-10:30  Break

10:30-12:00  Panel: COTS Considerations in Commercial Organizations
Larry Bernstein, Price Waterhouse, Chair
Confirmed Panelists include: Wayne Hunt (Lucent Bell Labs), Tony Wasserman (Software Methods & Tools), Maxie Silverthorn (Texas Instruments), Larry Wright (EDS), Dave Kurshan (NPI), and Jerry Roberto (Bellcore)

12:00-1:00  Lunch

1:00-2:30  Panel: COTS Considerations in Government Contracting
Walt Scacchi, USC School of Business Administration, Chair
Confirmed Panelists include: Gary Kang (TRW), Terry Snyder (Hughes) and Rami Razouk (Aerospace), Roger Cooley (FAA)

2:30-3:00  Break

3:00-4:30  Panel: COTS Integration and Emerging Technology
Bob Balzer, USC-ISI, Chair
Confirmed Panelists include: Steve Cross (SEI), Erik Mettala (MCC), Roger Cooley (FAA), John Salasin (DARPA), Walker Royce (Rational)